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"That's enough, Yonas! How dare you insult your uncle again? Haven't you learned your lesson from the time before?" Arthur

roared.

"I-" Yonas opened his mouth to argue but ended up swallowing his pride when he noticed that his grandfather was enraged.

"Angus, one Sun Pill isn't enough! Is Mister Wolf unwilling to sell more to us?" Arthur asked in disappointment.

Though Yonas was selfish, he was still Arthur's grandson, so Arthur did not continue to lecture Yonas now that he stopped

speaking.

He knew that Yonas wanted a Sun Pill, and since Angus only obtained one pill from Leon, there was not enough to go around.

Unlike Yonas who thought that Angus was hiding the Sun Pills, Arthur simply assumed that Leon was unwilling to sell such

precious pills to the Thompsons, which was understandable.

"Well, he had more, but he used most of them and only had one left. It's not that he doesn't want to sell the Sun Pills to us,"

Angus explained. He paused and added, "Also, the Sun Pills are made from spiritual herbs that contain light energy! Mister Wolf

has promised that he could make more Sun Pills for us if we can find these herbs."

"Is that so? That's great news!" Arthur was overjoyed.

Though spiritual herbs that contained light energy were rare, the Thompsons had the influence and capability of obtaining the

herbs eventually, which meant that they would soon obtain more Sun Pills from Leon and there was no point in rushing.

"You talk like that's easy," Yonas mumbled in displeasure.

He knew that spiritual herbs that contained light energy were rare and there was no telling how long it would take the Thompsons

to locate the herbs.

If they were lucky, the Thompsons might obtain the herbs within five months, but if they were unfortunate, they might need to wait

for over a year.

Yonas desperately wanted the Sun Pill and did not have the patience to wait.

Soon, an idea came up in his mind.

"Uncle, since Leon has promised to make more Sun Pills for us, why don't you let me have the Sun Pill you have now?" Yonas

said.

"Um," Angus fell into silence.

At the moment, Angus, Yuri, and Yonas all needed the Sun Pills, so even if Angus gave up on the pill, it would end up in Yuri's

possession as Yuri was far more talented in martial arts.

Not only did Yonas fall short in terms of strength and talent, but he was also inferior when it came to mentality and wit.

Based on consideration of all aspects, Yuri deserved to have the Sun Pill before Yonas.
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